The energies of plectonemic and toroidal supercoiled DNA are calculated by treating DNA as an elastic rod with a finite radius. End effects are ignored and all extensive quantities (e.g., writhe, bend energy) are treated as linear densities (writhe per unit length, bend energy per unit length). Minimum energy configurations are found. For plectonemic DNA, the superhelical pitch angle cz is in the range 45" < ag90". For low values of specific linking difference, most superhelicity is in writhe. As specific linking difference increases, a greater proportion of superhelicity is in twist. Under physiological conditions, roughly 8X% of superhelicity is in writhe. Ionic strength effects are discussed, and it is found that variation of excluded volume with ionic strength has a large effect, resulting in significantly greater torsional stress in supercoiled DNA at low ionic strength. For biologically relevant values of specific linking difference, the plectonemic conformation is energetically favored over toroidal conformations. Results are compared with electron microscopy data. The application of the model to DNA conformational transitions is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Differences in DNA linking number ALk from the equilibrium linking number Lk, can be distributed between changes in twist, ATw, and writhe, Wr, of the DNA axis according to the equation1'2 ALk = ATw + Wr.
(1) DNA with a nonzero ALk has net writhe and twist, resulting in torsional stress and bending of the molecular axis around itself in three dimensions. This latter effect, due to writhe, gives rise to the terms supercoiling and superhelicity to describe an excess or (more commonly) a deficit of linking number. DNA supercoiling plays a role in many important phenomena, including DNA conformational transitions,3-9 recombination," transcription, " replication, '" and chromatin structure.13 There have been several previous studies of elastic models of DNA supercoiling. Numerical1620 and analytica12'-26 studies based on the theory of elasticity have all been for finite lengths of DNA and have included end effects. Including end effects gives greater accuracy than the longlength approximation used. in this work, but the results are not as general as those derived here. Monte Carlo studies of the writhe of closed circular DNA molecules"7-36 may complement the results of this paper, since they include entropic effects, whereas this study does not. The results presented here are valid for relatively tight structures with large positive or negative specific linking differences. These structures have only small entropic contributions to their free energies.
There is one previous study, by Camerini-Otero and Felsenfeld, whichis very similar to this one in that it ignores end effects in order to derive results of general validity.37 Camerini-Otero and Felsenfeld came to different conclusions from this paper, but we believe this is because of errors in their work mentioned in Sec. V of this paper. Many of the results in this paper can be summarized by two main points. The first is that the writhe per unit length, pWr, for a plectonemic helix has a maximum value,pWr,,, . For low values of specific linking difference 1~1 (a= ALk/Lk, ), most superhelicity can be taken up in writhe at very little energetic cost. At greater values of 101, where the writhe density is a substantial fraction ofpWr,, , superhelicity goes increasingly into twist, at greater energetic cost. The energy of supercoiling which results is not simply a quadratic function of specific linking difference, as has often been assumed based on extrapolations of measurements made over limited ranges of specific linking difference.384 ' The second main point is the importance of DNA excluded volume. Osmotic pressure measurements of the DNA excluded volume radius R, show that it is a strong function of ionic strength, varying from about 15 A at high ionic strength to over 100 A at low ionic strength.4244 pWrmax is 1/(4rR,, ), so that six times more superhelicity can be taken up by writhe at high ionic strength than at low ionic strength. Thus, at low ionic strength, superhelicity starts going into twist at much lower values of 1~1, resulting in significantly greater torsional stress. Since torsional stress can induce DNA conformational transitions,3-9 this effect may account for some of the ionic strength dependence of transitions induced under superhelical stress at low ionic II. FORMULATION A. Bend energy, twist energy, writhe, and twist Giving a DNA molecule twist or writhe requires energy. In this paper we calculate the bending and twisting energies of two DNA configurations: the interwound form, or plectonemic helix (Fig. 1) ; and the toroidal or solenoidal form (Fig. 2) . In both cases we consider the limit of long molecules and ignore end effects. All extensive quantities (e.g., writhe, bend energy) are treated as linear densities (writhe per length, bend energy per length, etc.). DNA is treated as an elastic rod characterized by a torsional rigidity Ptwist, a bending rigidity fibend, and an excluded volume radius R, .
Changing the twist from its equilibrium value has an energy cost per unit length PEtwist = @twist/21 (2~)Z@AT~)2, (2) wherepEtwist is the twist energy per unit length andpATw is the deviation from the equilibrium twist per unit length. The factor of (2~)~ converts twist from turns to radians, as required by the usual definition Of Ptwist.
The axis of a DNA molecule with net writhe curves in three dimensions. The bending energy per &it length, ~-%end 9 of a DNA molecule is ~&end = u3bend/2W, (3) where&,, is the bending constant and K is the curvature of themolecular axis. Changing the writhe of a DNA molecule changes the bend energy of the molecule, but there is no general relation between writhe and bend energy such as the relation Eq. (2) between twist and twist energy. The energy cost of adding or subtracting writhe depends on the molecule's specific geometry and is different for the plectonemic and toroidal configurations. 
B. Writhe per unit length
The writhe of a space curve r(u) , where u is some parametrization of the curve, is given by'329
[r(S) -r(u')13 (4) Writhe is a global property of a curve. If u is the arc length rather than an arbitrary parametrization, we can define a local quantity, the writhe per unit length, by
For the infinite helices considered in this paper,pWr is independent of position on the curve, since the helices are spatially homogeneous modulo a translation and rotation, neither of which affect the writhe integral. The curve r (u) is taken to be the axis of the DNA double helix. For a discussion of other possible choices, see Sec. V. Fuller gave the writhe per turn for plectonemic and single helices, based on geometrical arguments (and ignoring end elects) .' For the plectonemic helix, W&urn = f sin a, (6) where a is the pitch angle of the helix. For the single helix, W&urn= f (1 -sina).
(7) The sign of the writhe depends on the handedness of the helix. The writhe of a plectonemic helix is positive if the helix is left-handed, while the writhe of a single helix is positive if it is right-handed. In this paper we take a, cr, andpWr as positive. The results for a<0 are identical to those for 1~1, the only difference being the handedness of the helix.
One turn of a helix of radius R has length 29~R /cos a. The writhe per unit length for a plectonemic helix is, therefore, pWr = sin a cos a 273- R ' while for a single helix
Equations (8) and (9) are exact for infinite helices, but only approximate for finite helices. The end effects can be calculated by comparing Eqs. (8) and (9) with the exact results given by Eq. (5). For helices of more than two turns, end effects are negligible. Therefore the results of this paper can be applied to finite helices without altering the expressions for pWr.
III. ENERGETICS OF THE PLECTONEMIC HELIX
Fuller pointed out in 1971 that a plectonemic helix has a high value of writhe per bend energy." In fact, the energy cost can be made arbitrarily small if the two strands are allowed arbitrarily close, i.e., if excluded volume effects (and end effects) are ignored. The plectonemic helix was therefore a promising candidate for the tertiary structure of superhelical DNA. One can also arrive at the interwound or plectonemic helix as a plausible structure by twisting a string or piece of tubing. 26 For the plectonemic helix, R is taken to be the DNA excluded volume radius R,, . The curvature K of a helix with radius R,, is' 
where aopt denotes the pitch angle corresponding to minimum total energy. This is because the writhe per unit length, pWr [ Eq. (8) cheap. As g increases, aQP, decreases towards 45" where writhe is more costly, butpWr is greater. Any configuration with a < 45" (Ref. 49) is not a minimum energy configuration, since there is then a configuration with pitch angle a' = 90" -a which has the same pWr (and therefore the same twist energy) but with lower bend energy.
The model can be parametrized in terms ofpWr in place of the pitch angle a. Using Eq. (8) we have so that, substituting into Eq. (111,
Equation ( 17) can be thought of as the energy cost of putting superhelicity into writhe. Eq. ( 17) is plotted with the corresponding expression for twist, Eq. (2)) in Fig. 6 .
An alternate structure to the plcctonemic helix is a toroidal structure. In the limit of infinite length, the toroidal R, =30&P bend = ptwirt = 2 X 10 -" erg cm.
N. G. Hunt and J. E. Hearst: Elastic model of DNA supercoiling Minimum energy configurations can be found by minimizing the total energy pE,,, with respect to pitch angle a. Setting dpEt,,,/da to zero gives 2rrR g _ 2ccos'a sina ex . m -+ sin a cos a,
ho sin" a -cosL a where c = fibend /fitwist. Equation ( 18 ) is an expression for the pitch angle aO,, which minimizes pE,,, for a given R,, and C. Using Eq. ( 18 ) 
pwr= (h; + 16;R:,~')"=' structure becomes equivalent to a single helix (Fig. 2) . While most experimental evidence favors the plectonemic form for DNA in solution,50*5* there have been some reports of evidence for the toroidal structure.52,s3 Fuller noted that, at sufficiently high specific linking difference, the single helix must become energetically favored over the plectonemic helix, sincepWr has a greater maximum value for the single helix than for the plectonemic helix.' By calculating the energy per unit length of a. single helix and, comparing the results with those obtained earlier for the plectonemic helix, we will show that the plectonemic helix is energetically favored over the single helix for realistic values of g and excluded volume radius R,, . volume radius R,, . We will momentarily disregard excluded volume effects while finding the minimum energy configuration for the single helix. With pWr given in Eq. (9)) pEbend from Eq. ( 11) (with R in place of R, ), and @Ztwist again given by Eq. (2), the total energy per unit length pE,,, for the single helix is P&,, = B bend cos4 Q + Ptwist 2R 2 -y-(2?r) ' x g (
For fixed R, setting dpE,,,/da to zero gives 27rR;= 2c cos3 a sin a + cos a -sin a cos a. 0 cos2 a + sin a -sin" a
Fixing a and setting dpE,,, /dR to zero gives 2nRf= lc,,,a +~cos a -sin a cos a.
(24) 0 Equations (23) and (24) give equal values only at the nonphysical point a = 90" and R = 0. Therefore no energy minima for both R and a exist inside the interval 0" < a <go", and any such minima must occur at either a = 0" or 90". At the limit a-+0", Eq. (24) For c = 1, the total energy of the single helix without excluded volume, Eq. ( 26 ) , can be easily compared with the total energy of the plectonemic helix, Eq. ( 19). The plectonemic helix has lower total energy until a/h, exceeds 23'2pWrmax , generally quite a large value of 1~1. When excluded volume effects are included, as outlined later, the transition to the toroidal form takes place at an even greater value of 101.
The finite excluded volume radius of the DNA double helix puts a lower limit on the pitch. The pitch of a helix is defined as the displacement per turn and is 2?rR tan a. In Fig. 2 it is shown that the minimum pitch with an excluded radius R,, is 2R,,/cos a. Setting the two pitch expressions equal gives
Equations (28) can be substituted into Eq. (22) to get the energy at the smallest allowable pitch angle when excluded volume is taken into account. The resulting expression can be minimized with respect to R to get the global energy minimum. We did this numerically and plotted the results in Fig.  10 Equation (1) relates a property of two curves, linking number (or linking number difference ), to another property of two curves, the twist of one about the other, and a property of one of the curves, writhe. White and Bauer pointed out that, in applying Eq. ( 1) to DNA, there are several possible choices for the curves which do not give the same values for twist and writhe.54 The usual choice is to take one curve to be the axis of the DNA double helix and the other to be either of the sugar-phosphate backbones. In this case the writhe is the writhe of the helix axis and the twist is the twist of the backbone about the axis (which is not the same as the twist of the axis about the backbone) .54 In Ref. 54 it was suggested that the correct choice for analyzing ring closure experiments (and, by extension, any study of DNA energetics) would be to take the two curves to be the two sugar-phosphate backbones of the DNA. While this choice is perfectly self-consistent topologically, it does not lead to correct values of twist to apply to Eq. (2). It is not a convenient choice for bend energy and writhe, either. For example, the writhe of a straight piece of DNA would be nonzero by this definition, since the backbones are helical. The usual choice of the 300 n 2 100 x w DNA axis and one of the backbones gives the right twist and curvature for Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively."
Another alternative to Eq. ( 1) was derived by White, Cozzarelli, and Bauer. '" In what was later called surface linking theory, " linking number was expressed as the sum of two quantities; winding number and surface linking number. Both of these quantities are defined with respect to a surface which the DNA axis lies on. The winding number was shown to be the experimentally measured quantity in nuclease studies of helical repeat of DNA bound in nucleosomes.56 However, surface linking theory is not as useful for describing the configuration of plectonemic DNA. The surface linking number for plectonemic DNA is zero, so that the winding number equals the linking number.s6 Since this is true for any superhelical pitch angle, surface linking theory does not distinguish between configurations with differing values of twist and writhe. Twist and writhe are the relevant quantities for treating elastic energies of DNA, since twist energy is a function of twist and bend energy can be related to writhe.
l3. Configuration of supercoiled DNA
The model of the plectonemic helix presented here makes several quantitative predictions about the configuration of superhelical DNA. At low specific linking difference 101, the superhelicity is almost entirely in writhe. As 1~1 increases, a greater proportion of superhelicity is in twist. There is an absolute limit on the writhe per unit length, pwr,,, , which is 1/(4?rR,,); therefore the limit on the amount of specific linking difference 1~1 which can be taken up by writhe is (h,,pWr,,, ) . This limit is approached as Ial approaches infinity (for biologically relevant values of 1~1, pWr doesn't exceed 0.7pWr,, ). A comparison of the plectonemic and toroidal structures shows that the plectonemic structure is energetically favored. Several previous models of DNA supercoiling have included some of the results in this paper, at least implicitly. l&z6 In particular, the paper by Camerini-Otero and Felsenfeld3' is very similar to this work in that it ignores end effects to derive properties of supercoiling in the limit of long pieces of DNA. Camerini-Otero and Felsenfeld came to different conclusions from this study, most notably in the statement that the superhelical pitch angle lies in the range 45" <a<W, whereas we conclude that the upper limit on a is 90". The differing conclusions stem from two related errors in Ref. 37 . One is that a constraint on two parameters of their model, equation (7) A simple phYsica argument against the upper limit on a given in Ref. 37 is that, in the limit where cr = 0, a configuration with a = 90" has zero bend and torsional energy, whereas a configuration at any other pitch angle (e.g., 59") has finite bend and twist energies. This energy is plotted in the u = 0 curve of Fig. 4 .
Energy of supercoiling
The energy of supercoiling inferred from ethidium binding studies and the distribution of linking numbers resulting from ligation of linear pieces of DNA is pE,,, = 10 RT u =/3. 4 & (29) where 3.4 A is the length of DNA per basepair. This quantity gives larger energies than our model except at very high values of 1~1, as shown in Fig. 11 . The lack of agreement is not too surprising, since Eq. (29) is based on measurements made at low 1~1, where entropic effects and end effects are large.jsdl D. Comparison with experimental results
Electron microscopy
The most basic prediction of this paper, that supercoiled DNA in solution is plectonemic, agrees with the branched plectonemic structures observed by electron micros-COPY* s"~58 The most extensive electron microscopy study of DNA supercoiling is that of Boles et aLso Comparison of our model with their data on a more quantitative level is complicated by the fact that the observed superhelical radius is a function of a, whereas we hold the superhelix radius constant.
Salt concentration and conformational transitions
Two possible extensions to the model presented here might explain the variation of superhelical radius with LT. The first would be to replace the hard-body model of the DNA excluded volume with a screened electrostatic repulsion.59 Then the two strands of the plectonemic helix would approach each other until the outward force per length balanced the inward force per length caused by superhelicity. This would result in a superhelix radius which decreased with increasing 1 a-1. The resulting changes in superhelix radius would be on the order of the Debye length.60
A second modification to the model presented here would be to include entropic effects. Since there are more possible conformations at greater superhelical radius, the entropic contribution to free energy would tend to give larger values for superhelical radius than what results from the enthalpic contribution alone. As 1~1 increases, the dependence of the enthalpy on superhelical radius becomes sharper, resulting again in a superhtelical radius which decreases with increasing Ial. This entropic effect on superhelical radius would be greater for small 1 al. The justification for ignoring entropic effects at large values of In.1 is presented in the previous paper. 6' The model parameters fibend, fitwist, and R, are all functions of ionic strength. While&,, andfitwist may vary by as much as a factor of 2 in the range 1 mM< [ Na + ] < 1 M,b2 the excluded volume radius R,, varies by a factor of 5 over the same range.42-44 The ionic strength dependence of R,, has effects which are generally greater than the effects of the ionic strength dependencies of fibend and fitwist. At low ionic strength, R,, is about 100 &42-44 which gives (h,pWr,,, ) = 0.028. Therefore, superhelicity starts going into twist at low values of Ial, resulting in large values of twist, twist energy, total energy, and superheiical stress.
Conversely, at high salt concentrations, R,, is smaller, pWrmax is larger and more superhelicity goes into writhe, resulting in lower twist, twist and total energies, and lower superhelical stress.
Experimental data on the salt-concentration dependence of conformational transitions agrees qualitatively with our work. B-Z transitions45,46 and cruciform formation47V48 are both induced by lower levels of superhelicity at low salt concentration than at higher salt concentration.
It is possible that the observed dependence of siuperhelix radius on G may be partly an experimental artifact. If the interaction of the DNA with the polylysine matrix used in Ref. 50 results in forces which disturb the solution conformation of the DNA, the resulting distortions would be greater for smaller values of 1 al, since the bend and twist energies vary more slowly with superhelical radius at small 14. ""3 
E. Range of validity of the model
The models presented in this paper of plectonemic and toroidal supercoiling are valid in the limit of long DNA molecules. The axis of a finite toroidal superhelix is circular, rather than straight, which results in greater bend energy. A finite plectonemic helix. has loops at the end which contribute to the bend energy while contributing little to the writhe. Since the infinite length models ignore these effects, they are not valid for pieces of DNA shorter than a few persistence lengths. This work does not entirely rule out toroidal structures for all lengths of DNA. It is possible that the finite length effects mentioned earlier result in a region of DNA length and D which would favor the toroidal structure.
As noted earlier, these models do not take entropic effects into~ account. 61 In general, entropic effects are of greatest importance when the structure is loose, i.e., when pE,,, varies relatively slowly with R and a. This is the case for small values of 1~1. A more exact statement on the range of D for which entropic effects are significant would require calculating a partition function for all configurations near the enthalpy minimum ones obtained earlier, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Empirically, one can say that the model is .valid for 1~71 values high enough that interwound structures are observed experimentally.
F. Future work
Several aspects of the present model and its differences with experimental data suggest that a more detailed treatment of electrostatic interaction between strands is needed.59 The energy of supercoiling would be raised by including this energy, perhaps bringing the total energy into better agreement with Eq. (28) . An electrostatic term in the total energy would also result in the superhelical radius being a function of 101, as observed in electron microscopy data. Finally, the sensitivity of the results of the model to the value of R, suggests that electrostatic repulsion between and within DNA strands could have significant effects.
